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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new health data management system based on
distributed ledger. The Personal Health Record (PHR) systems are the most developed
technology for a person to manage his or her own health data. The PHR systems have
technical and legal problems despite rapid technological advances. It is technically very
diﬃcult to integrate and standardize dispersed data. In addition, there are many legal
limitations because health data is very sensitive. Therefore, the PHR systems have attempted to solve these problems using blockchain. However, these attempts do not solve
all problems. Personal health data is still dispersed, and in some countries it is not legally permitted to record health data in a blockchain. In most countries, individuals have
a right to store their own health data. The proposed system stores health data in the
device of each information subject participating in health data generation processes. The
proposed system also makes the individual user’s device a member of the network. Users
can utilize the data as if they were using the data on a single system.
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1. Introduction. The Personal Health Record (PHR) systems have been developed as
a core technology for personal health care for many years [1,2]. In recent years, the PHR
systems have evolved into interconnected-PHR forms that integrate and manage various
types of health data. In addition, they not only store data, but also analyze the collected
health data to provide health services [3]. However, the PHR systems using a centralized
database have some problems, such as the diﬃculty in collecting scattered health information, standard mismatch between groups, risk of data forgery and modulation, risk of
data security, and lack of data utilization [4].
Therefore, companies such as MedRec, GemHealth, Health Bank and MediBloc have
adopted blockchain technology to solve problems in their PHR systems. There are two
ways to apply blockchain technology to information systems: On-chain and Oﬀ-chain.
Most companies and researchers are applying blockchains in Oﬀ-chain type to PHR systems. Oﬀ-chain type PHR systems do not store data directly in the blockchain. They
store the access path, authority, and access history of data in the blockchain. Blockchain
based PHR systems enable health data from distributed medical institutions to act as a
single system [5,6].
However, blockchain based PHR systems have problems. First, the use of Oﬀ-chain
method can detect forgery and modulation of data. However, it cannot restore the original
value. Second, security issues of the blockchain are constantly being raised. Blockchain
security issues can cause a large amount of data leakage. Third, block mining costs are
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high. The proof of work of the blockchain requires a large amount of computer equipment
and electric power. Fourth, personal health data is not wholly owned by the data subject.
The data of blockchain system is not stored on the device of the data subject. Fifth,
blockchain based PHR systems have the risk of losing user data due to loss of private key.
Finally, storing health information in a blockchain network can be a legal issue in many
countries. Health data is very sensitive data. Therefore, many countries have strict legal
control. In Korea, health data cannot be kept outside of owners, medical institutions,
and authorized government agencies.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new health data management system based
on distributed ledger. This system allows health data subjects and medical institutions
to store and manage the same data together. In addition, this system promotes user
participation by distributing the proﬁts of using health data to users.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the techniques
used to implement the proposed system. Section 3 presents the design goals and the
conceptual design model of the proposed system. Section 4 shows the implemented system,
and ﬁnally Section 5 oﬀers conclusions of this study.
2. Related Work.
2.1. R3 Corda. R3 Corda is one of the consortium blockchains. Figure 1 shows some
of the key concepts of R3 Corda. As shown in Figure 1(b), Corda does not store data in
all nodes, unlike other blockchain techniques. It stores data only on nodes participating
in data generation. Figure 1(c) shows Corda’s data consensus process. The consensus of
the data is made by agreement between participants in data generation. In addition, the
Notary function in Figure 1(d) veriﬁes the data [7].
These features are suitable for development of the proposed systems. However, the
proposed system cannot be fully implemented in Corda. First, all nodes in the Corda
must have static IP as shown in Figure 1(a). The nodes of proposed system cannot have
a static IP, because they work on personal mobile devices. Second, the Web Application

Figure 1. Key concepts of R3 Corda
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Server must be installed on all nodes for Corda to work. It also cannot be installed on
personal mobile devices. Third, the Corda is a system developed for the ﬁnancial industry.
Therefore, all nodes are in the format of Figure 1(d). However, in the proposed system,
it is necessary to delete unnecessary functions or add new functions. Therefore, in this
study, we designed a new framework that can achieve the goal of the proposed system by
referring to the basic structure of Corda.
The existing blockchain based PHR systems store the health data on the devices of
medical institution or PHR provider. However, the proposed system is designed to work
with personal mobile devices based on the Corda architecture. This allows the data
subject to store the data directly. The existing systems share data (Health data access
path, authority, history) stored in a blockchain by all participants. Although this data is
encrypted, there is a risk that a large amount of data will be leaked due to system failure
or hacking. The proposed system minimizes data leakage because the data is distributed
across multiple devices and the data is shared only with members participating in the
state data generation process.
2.2. Firebase cloud messaging. The proposed system works on personal mobile devices. The typical information systems are a form of communication between a web server
using static IP and a client application of many users. The client accesses the logical location (Static IP) of the server and requests information. However, it is diﬃcult for the
server to call the client. Most clients do not have a static IP, so the client must continue
to detect the server. This is an ineﬃcient way. In addition, this does not allow direct
communication between clients. Therefore, a typical messenger program uses a separate
messaging server.
We refer to the messaging program as a communication method for using a personal
mobile device as a node in the network. Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) is a messaging
service provided by Google. This allows users to communicate directly between clients
without having to build a separate messaging server. The FCM issues an instance token
to the device and it identiﬁes individual devices based on this token. The issued token
becomes the path to access the mobile device, such as the logical address of the server [8].
One of the key concepts of this study is to store and share data on the devices of personal
users. To do this, it should be based on an easy and frequently used device by the personal
user. Therefore, we designed this system based on a personal user’s smartphone. However,
a smartphone cannot work like a server. Therefore, this system uses the FCM function.
FCM allows smart phones to receive external messages like a server. This allows personal
users’ smartphones to be used as participants in the distributed ledger network.
3. Architecture of Health Data Management System.
3.1. Goals of framework. The goals of the proposed framework are as follows. First, it
allows the data subject to store health data directly. Second, it ensures the reliability and
integrity of the information. Third, it creates a network between information subjects
and health data control institute. Fourth, it enables secure data transmission among
network members. Fifth, it prevents data forgery and modulation and it enables recovery
of lost data. Sixth, it is possible to search among network members to improve health
information utilization.
3.2. Design of the framework. Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed system.
The Distributed Ledger-based Health Data Management System (DL-based HDMS) is
designed with reference to the architecture of Corda.
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Figure 2. System architecture
The overall structure of the DL-based HDMS is shown in Figure 2(a). The DL-based
HDMS consists of three components: the DL-based HDMS server for maintaining the
network, the personal user node for personal users, and the institutional user node for
institutional users. The Corda also has a control server that maintains the network.
However, it only performed node-to-node access paths, and nodes authentication. The
DL-based HDMS server has a function of storing a message of a missing node, and it has
a function of recovering a damaged node, and it has a function of inquiring data between
nodes. The DL-based HDMS has a network structure as shown in Figure 2(b). The Corda
has static IP on all nodes, and it communicates directly between the nodes. However,
the personal user node does not have static IP. The FCM is used as a way to access
personal user nodes in the DL-based HDMS. The node structure of the DL-based HDMS
is shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d). The DL-based HDMS uses two types of node. The
structure of the institutional user node is very similar to Corda. It removes unnecessary
parts from the Corda structure, and it adds the ability to handle large data ﬁles, and it
adds the REST API for improving communication. The personal user node has a simple
function to operate on a personal mobile device, and it has added Back Ground Service
for receiving FCM messages.
The primary purpose of the DL-based HDMS is for personal users to store and manage
their own health data directly. Traditional PHR systems provide personal health promotion services by analyzing health data. However, the DL-based HDMS is not designed
to provide such functionality. Therefore, it is possible to link the DL-based HDMS node
with an external program as shown in Figure 3. External programs can use the data on
the DL-based HDMS as if they had their own data.
4. Implementation of Health Data Management System. We implemented the
system based on the proposed system framework. Figure 4 shows the UIs of the proposed
system. We implemented the proposed system in the environment shown in Table 1. To
achieve the ﬁrst goal of the proposed system, the personal user node used SQLite on the
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Figure 3. Links between the proposed system and external systems

Figure 4. UIs of the DL-based HDMS
Table 1. Implementation environment of the DL-based HDMS
Personal User Node

DL-based HDMS Server
Framework: Spring
Platform: Android
Build tool: Gradle
Database: SQLite
Database: Oracle 11g XE
Persistent: Room
Persistent: JPA
Language: Kotlin
Language: Kotlin
Communication: Retroﬁt2 &
Communication: REST &
Firebase Cloud Messaging
Firebase Cloud Messaging
Key Management: Android
Key Management: Java Key
Key Store
Generator & Database

Institutional User Node
Framework: Spring
Build tool: Gradle
Database: Oracle 11g XE
Persistent: JPA
Language: Kotlin
Communication: REST
Key Management: Java Key
Generator & Database

Android platform. This allows users to store data directly on their device. In addition,
we set up a node-to-node communication network using REST, Retroﬁt and FCM for our
third goal. For the fourth goal, all data communication is encrypted with RSA and AES
algorithms. We explain how to achieve the remainder goals along with usage scenarios.
We present two scenarios for storing health data and trading health data.
4.1. Scenarios of storing health data. Health data storage is one of the main purposes
of the proposed system. It consists of 4 steps. The ﬁrst step is that the institutional user
node creates and encrypts the data. The second step is that the personal user node
decrypts and veriﬁes the data and it stores the veriﬁcation key in any notary node. The
third step is to send the encrypted personal user node signature and notary information to
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the institutional user node. The fourth step is to save and commit the personal user node
signature and notary information received by the institutional user node. Figure 5 shows
the overall process of this scenario. It has a complex ﬂow for secure data transmission.
However, the user’s operation is simple as shown in Figure 6. Most of the work is done
automatically by the machine.

Figure 5. Scenarios of storing health data

Figure 6. User interfaces for storing health data
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In the second step of health data storage, the proposed second goal is achieved by
storing the veriﬁcation key of the data in random notary node. It is also a reference for
detecting data forgery and modulation of the ﬁfth goal. The lost data can be recovered
by storing it on the institutional user node and the personal user node respectively.
4.2. Scenarios of health data trading. The trading of health data is a major function
of using the sixth goal of the proposed system. This function also has a complex ﬂow, as
shown in Figure 7. This is technically easy using the broadcast function of FCM. This
also minimizes the user’s work and it is mostly done mechanically.

Figure 7. Scenarios of health data trading
5. Conclusions. In this paper, we proposed an innovative health data management
method. It allows information subjects to directly manage and store their health data. The proposed system is the use of lightweight structural node. Therefore, personal
users can be direct participants in the network. This proposed system can solve legal
disputes in most countries by managing information by information subjects. It also encourages users to actively participate in the system by sharing the beneﬁts of utilizing
health data. This will improve data utilization in the healthcare market.
There are concerns about the security problems of the mobile device itself, as the
personal user node of the proposed system operates on a personal mobile device. However,
mobile devices continue to evolve, and this problem will be solved someday. The proposed
system cannot be used independently. It should be combined with existing systems such
as PHR systems, EMR, EHR and research tools. It requires an industrial infrastructure.
And for that many companies need to be together.
There is no health data standardization function in the currently proposed system.
Therefore, we will do additional research on how to standardize health data.
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